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it was performed to allay the wrath of the gods. Some of
the masks preserved in the Shoso-in were perhaps used on
this occasion—strong and dramatic works which are the
prototypes of No-masks still used in Japan.
From these three ancient roots, Sarugaku or Shinto-
ritual, Dengaku folk-dance, and Bugaku masked Buddhist
dance, springs the No-drama so characteristic of Japanese
genius. First known as Saru~gaku-no-No, it dates in its
present form from the fourteenth century, and we may
postpone a further study of it; but its roots are deeply and
firmly planted in the Heian era. It owes much to Buddhism,
and in its blending of awe and wonder and mystery with a
high aesthetic appeal to eye and ear as well as to imagina-
tion, it is a characteristically Japanese achievement.
Ill
We must now look more closely at the classical figures
of Saicho, known to posterity as Dengyo, and of Kukai
whose posthumous name is Kobo. They and their fellow
monks made Japan free of the cultured world; they intro-
duced philosophy and ethics, medicine and astronomy, and
' so helped to naturalize on Japanese soil the art and religion
of the mainland.
Saicho was a deeply religious youth who became dis-
gusted with the politics and pride of the monks of Nara.
Leaving the capital, he built himself a hut on the slopes of
Hiei, looking down upon Lake Biwa on one side and the
valley of the Kamo Paver on the other. Here he passed
into manhood, and in 788 built the first small Buddhisl
shrine which later under the name Enriakuji was to become
the metropolitan tempte of a great new sect. The Emperoj
Kwammu was meantime building his new capital at th<
foot of the mountain, and called Saicho to dedicate it. H<
encouraged the young monk also in preaching-tours t<
expound the Lotus Scripture, which was to become th<
philosophic basis of the new church, and the inspiration
of a great art. In due course Kwammu sent him with hi
ambassador to Chfang-an, and he passed on to the grea

